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is the most secure and
advanced archive file format.
There is more to the 7z format

than meets the eye. When
creating a 7z archive, you are
creating multiple compression
levels. Each level is a collection

of files, where each file can
compress itself individually, or it
can be compressed via what's

called a "sparse file." The sparse
file points to the original file in
the archive. And all of this is
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well documented, so you don't
have to worry about it. For
Office 97 files, there is one

additional keyword, Type, which
will match messages with

attached documents of the type
specified. You can specify the
individual file types using the

table below, or you can use the
wildcard character (?), which is
the most flexible way to create
rules. For example, you could

use either of the following rules
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to match all documents of
type.docx,.doc, and.dot: Any

attachment > file name
matches these text patterns Att
achmentNameMatchesPatterns

This condition matches
messages with attachments
whose file name contains the
characters you specify. Any
attachment's file extension

matches Any attachment > file
extension includes these words
AttachmentExtensionMatchesW
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ords This condition matches
messages with attachments
whose file name extension

matches what you specify. Any
attachment is greater than or

equal to Any attachment > size
is greater than or equal to
AttachmentSizeOver This

condition matches messages
with attachments when those

attachments are greater than or
equal to the size you specify.
The message didn't complete
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scanning Any attachment >
didn't complete scanning Attach
mentProcessingLimitExceeded

This condition matches
messages when an attachment
is not inspected by the mail flow
rules agent. Any attachment has

executable content Any
attachment > has executable

content AttachmentHasExecuta
bleContent This condition

matches messages that contain
executable files as attachments.
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The supported file types are
listed here. Any attachment is

password protected Any
attachment > is password

protected
AttachmentIsPasswordProtected

This condition matches
messages with attachments that

are protected by a password.
Password detection only works
for Office documents,.zip files,

and.7z files. Any attachment has
these properties, including any
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of these words Any attachment
> has these properties,

including any of these words Att
achmentPropertyContainsWords

This condition matches
messages where the specified
property of the attached Office
document contains specified

words. A property and its
possible values are separated

with a colon. Multiple values are
separated with a comma.

Multiple property/value pairs are
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also separated with a comma.
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